
Directions 
Take your pre-cut paper towel roll, line it up to the edge of a piece of white card stock and using
a pencil, make a mark to indicate the length of the roll.
Move the roll out of the way and extend the little mark you made across the entire page (a ruler
helps with this).

It works best if you're line is going across the shorter length of the paper, so that when you're
wrapping the paper around the roll you don't have a ton of excess.

Cut the paper along the line and then color however you wish!

Take & Make 
Mini Mega Phones!

Materials Provided:
Pre-Cut Paper Towel Roll
Mega Phone Template
2 Pieces of White Card Stock

Additional Materials Needed:
Pencil
Crayons, or Markers
Scissors
Glue Stick
Tape
Ruler



Once the paper is colored to your liking, tape one end of it to the roll.
Tightly wrap the paper around the roll and secure the end with glue. Tape would also work
instead of glue.
Take the tube and make lots of little vertical cuts around on end. Fan out the tabs; this will help
hold the cone and make it easier to secure in place.

Next, cut out the cone and handle template. Then, trace the pieces onto the second piece of white
cardstock.

You could just use the cone and handle as is, without tracing them, but I find using the
cardstock for the pieces works better because the paper is sturdier.

Once traced, color the cone and handle to your liking and then cut them out!
Wrap the cone piece around and secure the ends with a piece of tape. (Glue works too, but I
found tape to be easier.

BEFORE securing the cone together with tape be sure to measure the smaller opening
around the tube so that you get a snug fit!



Place the handle color side down and fold a small section of each end back to create little tabs.
Lastly, either glue or tape the tabs of the handle to the tube.

Slide the tube through the cone and secure in place with a piece of tape.
I decided to wrap some yarn around the tube to hide where I taped the cone in place. Feel free to
add similar embellishments if you want!






